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Biological systems face the massive challenge of
producing directed motion in noisy, highly damped
environments. Biological motors, e.g., the myosinactin system in muscle fibers, use asymmetry and
ATP, alongside selective use of Brownian motion, to
move in a directed fashion. This ‘ratchet’
mechanism has since been applied in artificial
systems, transporting particles, molecules, atoms
and electrons.
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Organic semiconductors, like cells, are also highly-damped and noisy, and suffer from slow,
inefficient transport, which limits the performance of organic electronics and organic solar cells.
We aim to improve charge transport in disordered media, and discover new energy
extracting mechanisms, by exploiting the biologically-developed ratchet scheme

Theory

Summary

A ratchet is a non-equilibrium device using an
energy input and asymmetry to rectify nondirectional forces (e.g., AC field; thermal noise).
In a flashing ratchet, an asymmetric periodic
potential is oscillated. In the classic on/off ratchet,
when the potential is on, particles are trapped in
wells; when off, they diffuse isotropically; when the
potential is on again, particles relax asymmetrically,
producing net transport. Very slow or very fast
oscillation nullifies transport; a specific frequency range is needed to achieve a productive
dynamic steady-state. The basic principle is well-studied in theory, but only for extremely
simplified systems, and so the theory does not match the few experimental demonstrations.

Simulating and experimentally fabricating complex, realistic systems yield
valuable insights, crucial for the useful implementation of ratchet mechanisms:

Real systems introduce new complexities and symmetry-breaking mechanisms, which
must be studied for any useful application of ratcheting.
Lau, Kedem, et al., Mater. Horiz., 2017

New symmetry-breaking mechanism, which enables the use of temporally unbiased
waveforms (sine waves), meaning we could harvest EM radiation
Performance is extremely sensitive to the shape of the ratchet potential, and small
changes even cause current reversals (see Lau et al., Phys. Rev. E, 2016)
New experimental electron ratchet design, applying arbitrary potential shapes, shows
shape-independent behaviors, including competitive effect from high carrier densities;
effective for unbiased waveforms, matching simulations
The current is optimized by tuning the temporal modulation, and the peak operating
frequency is proportional to the mobility, enabling frequencies from kHz to THz
New, below-bandgap photovoltaic mechanism, using incoherent radiation
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1D vs. 2D/3D ratchets

Light responsive ratchet

Below-bandgap photovoltaic

Classical simulation. Theory focuses on 1D ratchets; but
experiments use thick transport layers and non-uniform
fields. We explore the impact of layer thickness and field
non-uniformity for charged nanoparticles in water, for
different temporal drives.

Experiment. Asymmetrically-shaped
electrodes apply an correspondingly-shaped
potential to a photoactive layer (P3HT:PCBM).
Unlike previous implementations, we apply a
range of shapes, to find general behaviors.

Semi-classical simulation. Non-uniform
doping results in strain gradients in SixGey,
producing an asymmetric potential.

1.

On/off drive is largely insensitive to thickness and nonuniformity, but very slow - limited by diffusion rate.

Temporally biased
square wave drive

2.

3.
Sine waves are easier to produce than biased
waveforms, and can be harvested from EM
radiation, by coupling the ratchet to an antenna.

Can increase particle velocity 100-fold
using a temporally biased square wave
drive – oscillating positive/negative
potentials for unequal durations,
eliminating slow diffusion.

A z-varying field enables driving with an
unbiased waveform, like a sine wave, by
utilizing motion in the z-direction to break
the symmetry of the applied field.
This is impossible for a 1D ratchet.
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The current depends
non-linearly on
oscillation amplitude.
possibly sigmoidal
relationship

NET TRANSPORT

The ratchet can
transport carriers
against a bias, do
work, produce Voc

Temporal modulation

Consideration of a more complex and realistic
system lead to the discovery of a new
symmetry-breaking mechanism.

Publications

Current is produced for a
variety of temporallyunbiased waveforms, like
we saw in simulations

Temporally unbiased
sine wave drive

Comparison to bias - the velocities obtained,
0.1-20 mm/sec (for 10 V oscillation amplitude),
would require static biases of 3.2–64.3 kV/cm.

Kedem et al., ACS Nano, 2017
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Light increases the
carrier density and
conductivity, but in
some cases actually
decreases the current,
probably due to interparticle repulsion

Kedem et al., PNAS, 2017

Experiment. We optimize the current by tuning the temporal
modulation - modify the duty ratio of a temporal square wave.

Experiment

Model
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Below-bandgap (THz) excitation
allows electrons to escape
potential wells, and explore the
energy surface. Unlike all previous
ratchets, incoherent excitation
can be used.

Efficiency is limited by weak
absorption, necessitating high
fluence. Large improvements could
be achieved by higher doping, and
more absorptive materials, but
require a more complex model.
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Lau et al., Adv. Energy Mater., 2017

Impact of morphology
Experiment. In this ongoing project, we further elucidate the
mechanisms involved in ratcheting, by tuning the properties of
the transport material.

An analytical model connects results to
physical characteristics:
(i) field decay in the z-direction controls
the peak duty-ratio – enables the use of
unbiased waveform. Can control with
layer thickness, dielectric constant.

We vary the deposition method, thickness, and annealing
conditions of the semiconductor layer, and use illumination to
modulate the carrier density.

We are working to characterize the
exact morphology of the films using
a variety of techniques

(ii) peak frequency is proportional to
semiconductor mobility – we
demonstrate the 1 kHz – 1 MHz range.
For high mobility materials, operating
frequencies could reach 100’s of GHz,
to few THz

Manuscript in preparation

Illumination shifts the
peak frequency,

as do different
annealing conditions

We will produce films with nonuniform mobility (e.g., in the x- and
z-directions), and develop
appropriate models

Ongoing work

